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By Jerome Iowa

Sunstone Press, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . This book usually ship
within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this where
possible. Brand New Book. The American Southwest possesses an extraordinary depth of cultural
heritage and much of its history is preserved in its architecture. Particularly prominent in the region
s man-made landscape are the historic structures made from the earth itself--adobe. Attention has
turned to ways of preserving and maintaining the old buildings of the Southwest partly because of
the growing national interest in historic preservation. However, in the Southwest there has also
been an increased awareness of the inherent viability of native architecture. Adobe structures
present unique challenges and require special treatment and until now, much of that information
has been unpublished. AGELESS ADOBE provides practical details on methods of preservation and
maintenance for old adobe buildings. The over 200 illustrations in the book along with directions
on how-to will enable the do-it-yourself home owner as well as the professional architect or
contractor to plan and carry out renovation. The author presents solutions to the problems of
keeping an historic structure intact while repairing it and making it 20th century livable....
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ReviewsReviews

The most e ective ebook i at any time study. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that this is the finest publication i have read within my individual lifestyle and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Tania Mosciski-- Tania Mosciski

Simply no phrases to describe. It is amongst the most awesome pdf we have read through. Your life period will probably be transform as soon as you
complete looking over this publication.
-- Torrance Skiles-- Torrance Skiles
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